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Geographic Data: State of Arizona

Summary of Identification and Evaluation Methods

The Arizona Historic Bridge Inventory, which forms the basis for this Multiple Property Documentation Form

[MPDF], is a sequel to an earlier study completed in 1987.  The original study employed 1945 as a cut-off date.

This study inventories and evaluates all of the pre-1964 vehicular bridges and grade separations currently

maintained in ADOT’s Structure Inventory and Appraisal [SI&A] listing.  It includes all structures of all struc-

tural types in current use on the state, county and city road systems.  Additionally it includes bridges on

selected federal lands (e.g., National Forests, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base) that have been included in the

SI&A list.  Generally not included are railroad bridges other than highway underpasses; structures maintained

by federal agencies (e.g., National Park Service) other than those included in the SI&A;  structures in private

ownership;  and structures that have been dismantled or permanently closed to vehicular traffic.  There are

exceptions to this, however, and several abandoned and/or privately owned structures of particular impor-

tance have been included at the discretion of the consultant.

The bridges included in this Inventory have not been evaluated as parts of larger road structures or historic

highway districts, although they are clearly integral parts of larger highway resources.  The reason for this

is that a context for the Historic State Highway System is presently under development but not yet completed.

Similarly, some of the bridges listed here may be considered as contributing elements to larger historic districts

for reasons other than their significance as transportation-  or engineering-related resources, but this consid-

eration lies outside the scope of this Inventory.  Rather, the bridges in this Inventory have been evaluated indi-

vidually for National Register eligibility strictly on the basis of the criteria enumerated in Section F.

By inventorying structures on a statewide basis, the study provided a database and the contextual back-

ground by which individual structures can be evaluated for historical and technological significance.  This in-

formation will aid long-range policy and funding decisions at the outset of the planning process and allow

enlightened, streamlined review of proposed maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement projects.  Addi-

tionally, it will help to guide mitigation measures for future construction projects that effect eligible structures.

The inventory began with production of a customized computer data-

base from ADOT’s Structure Inventory and Appraisal general database.  With the general list of bridges in

hand, the next step was to conduct literature research that would establish a historical context and would de-

lineate important historical and technological trends to provide a point of comparison for evaluation of indi-

vidual structures.  Preparation of the historical context required extensive research at a number of repositories

in Arizona.  Contextual information relating to Criteria A and C provided the parameters for sorting the

bridge database to identify a cross-section of possibly eligible bridges that merited intensive-level field survey.
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The survey list was further refined by a review of photographs of every bridge in Arizona built before 1964,

maintained by ADOT.  This review of the photos eliminated bridges with obvious integrity problems (e.g.,

major super- or substructural modifications,  deck widening, guardrail replacement) and added bridges to

the survey list with aesthetic features (e.g., decorative steelwork or concrete forming) that could not be iden-

tified by the computer database.  Using this methodology, about 200 structures were selected from a total of

2,504 pre-1964 bridges to include in the survey sample.  As a list of all the possibly eligible structures in Ari-

zona, the survey sample formed the basis for the intensive documentation phase of the bridge inventory.

Clayton Fraser, Principal of Fraserdesign, visited every bridge in the survey sample, recording each with field

notes, 35mm color slides and medium-format black-and-white photographs.  Fraser also completed addi-

tional research, when necessary, at local archives.  

For every one of the 2,504 bridges in the inventory, a one-page inventory form was produced, presenting

property identification, structural and historical information.  For each of the bridges recommended by the

consultant as possibly eligible for the National Register, an expanded form was produced, which presented

a more detailed construction history and statement of significance.  Two photographs of the structure and a

segment of a USGS quadrangle map were printed on each of the expanded inventory forms.

National Register eligibility for each bridge was evaluated according

to registration requirements outlined in Section F of this MPDF.  To assist with the evaluation, a numerical rat-

ing system was developed.  This assigned values to such aspects of significance as construction date, span

length, role in transportation and subtracted value for loss of physical integrity.  Following is a statement of

the numerical rating system:

Documentation (maximum 30 points)

Date of Construction

pre-1918 15

1918-1932 12

1933-1941    8

1942-1954   4

1955-present   0

Builder

known, significant AZ builder 10

known, significant out-of-state builder   8

known, AZ builder   6

known, out-of-state builder   4

unknown    0

(Give half points for estimated construction date; add 5 points for earliest example of type)
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Historical Significance (Criteria A and B;  maximum 35 points)

Important early structure on important AZ route 35 max

Important structure for agency history 35 max

Important Depression-era relief agency structure 35 max

Structure with significant association to important personage 35 max

Important late structure on important AZ route 25 max

Important early structure on regular AZ route 20 max

Regular early structure on regular AZ route 15 max

Regular late structure on important AZ route 10 max

Important late structure on regular AZ route 10 max

Regular late structure on regular AZ route   5 max 

Non-significant structure   0

Technological Significance (Criterion C;  maximum 35 points)

Geometry / configuration

1-4     surviving examples of type in AZ 20

5-10   surviving examples of type in AZ 15

11-20 surviving examples of type in AZ 10

21-40 surviving examples of type in AZ   5

greater than 40 surviving examples   0 

Number of spans

1 point for each span, up to 10 points 10

Length of individual span

steel through truss 150 feet or greater   5

steel through truss 120 feet or greater   3

steel pony or deck truss 80 feet or greater   5

steel pony or deck truss 60 feet or greater   3

steel stringer or girder 60 feet or greater   5

steel stringer or girder 40 feet or greater   3

steel arch or suspension 300 feet or greater   5

concrete arch 80 feet or greater   5 

concrete arch 60 feet or greater   3

concrete slab or rigid frame 40 feet or greater   5

concrete slab or rigid frame 30 feet or greater   3

concrete girder 50 feet or greater   5

concrete girder 40 feet or greater   3

timber stringer 20 feet or greater   5

prestressed concrete girder 60 feet or greater   5

prestressed concrete girder 50 feet or greater   3

(Add 5 points for special features, such as architectural treatment, bridge builder’s plate, 

  patented features)
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Structural Integrity (maximum 20 points subtracted)

Superstructure replaced 20 subtract

Substructure replaced 15 subtract

Superstructure moved after historic period 15 subtract

Deck widened / guardrails or deck replaced 10 subtract

Superstructure moved in historic period   5 subtract

Minor repairs or in-kind replacement   5 subtract

The consultant places a high value on archival documentation for the

individual bridges.  This is the reason that the Documentation section of the numerical system rates almost as

highly as Historical Significance or Technological Significance.  Under Documentation the points are halved

for estimated construction dates, and no points at all are assigned to unknown builders.  The system clearly

includes a high degree of subjectivity in its application to individual structures.  The assignment of points for

the aspects of significance is, by definition, arbitrary.  And the determination of “significant” builders and

routes is placed within the province of the consultant, based on his understanding of Arizona road and bridge

history.  In this, the numerical system relies on the learned judgment of its user for determination of National

Register eligibility—much like the National Register process itself.  For this reason the rating system was not

intended to be a hardline arbiter of importance, but rather a means to quantify an array of factors that con-

tribute to relative significance.  

All the structures that scored more than 50 on the 100-point scale were considered by the consultant to be

definitely NRHP eligible.  Many of those that scored between 40 and 50 were considered eligible, but others

were not, depending on the judgment of the consultant.  Only one structure that rated below 40—the Pump-

house Wash Bridge [0079]—was included among the eligible bridges.  It was originally listed in the National

Register as part of the earlier study and has subsequently undergone substantial alterations, which accounts

for its relatively low numerical rating.  

Using these criteria for significance and integrity, 53 structures were identified as eligible for the National Reg-

ister.  Additionally, 72 structures were identified as having been previously listed in the National Register as

part of the original bridge inventory.  As a last step in the process, the list of structures recommended for Na-

tional Register eligibility was presented to a Historic Bridge Advisory Board.  Following is a list of vehicular

bridges in Arizona deemed eligible for or listed on the National Register.  After that is a list of all 2,504 struc-

tures included in the historic bridge inventory, giving inventory numbers, dates, structural descriptions and

rating system scores.
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Bridge Name                       Str. No. NRHP       Significance

Apache County

Allentown Bridge 3073 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on major route           

Sanders Bridge 3074 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on major route           

Querino Canyon Bridge 8071 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on important interstate r o   u  t e   

Concho Bridge 8480 eligible well-preserved, early example of singular structural type           

Cochise County

Lowell Arch Bridge 0130 eligible one of Arizona's earliest bridges, modified by WPA          

Benson Highway Underpass 0262 eligible well-preserved example of ASHD architectural treatment on urban grade separation          

Benson Railroad Underpass 0264 eligible well-preserved example of ASHD architectural treatment on urban grade separation          

Benson Bridge 0350 eligible long-span example of uncommon structural type, altered          

Leslie Creek Bridge 8115 eligible well-preserved example of now-rare standard structural type          

Hereford Bridge 9214 listed well-preserved, early example of county truss bridge construction          

Dead Indian Canyon Bridge 0032 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on important route          

Navajo Bridge 0051 listed Arizona's most technologically significant highway bridge           

Pumphouse Wash Bridge 0079 listed aesthetically distinguished example of common structural type, altered 

Midgley Bridge 0232 listed outstanding, large-scale example of rare structural type          

Water Holes Canyon Bridge 0508 eligible outstanding example of uncommon structural type, altered          

Cameron Truss Bridge 0532 eligible outstanding example of rare structural type; pivotal crossing of major route          

Glen Canyon Bridge 0537 eligible outstanding example of uncommon structural type; major crossing of major watercourse           

Walnut Canyon Bridge 9225 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type          

Cameron Suspension Bridge listed one of Arizona's most historically and technologically significant vehicular spans          

Canyon Padre Bridge listed Arizona's first Luten arch, located on important route           

Canyon Diablo Bridge listed well-preserved, long-span example of uncommon structural type, located on important route

 Gila County 

Salt River Bridge 0037 listed longest and oldest riveted through truss in Arizona          

Salt River Canyon Bridge 0129 listed well-preserved, oldest example of rare structural type; pivotal crossing          

Pinto Creek Bridge  0351 eligible outstanding, well-preserved example of rare, long-span structural type          

Black River Bridge 3128 listed outstanding steel truss mounted on piers of early territorial bridge           

White River Bridge 3129 eligible steel truss mounted on piers of Arizona's last covered bridge           

Fossil Creek Bridge 3215 listed well-preserved, relatively early example of AHD concrete arch construction           

Reppy Avenue Bridge 8585 listed well-preserved, short-span application of patented bridge type           

Cordova Avenue Bridge 8586 listed well-preserved, short-span application of patented bridge type           

Inspiration Avenue Bridge 8587 listed well-preserved, short-span application of patented bridge type          

Keystone Avenue Bridge 8588 listed well-preserved, short-span application of patented bridge type           

Miami Avenue Bridge 8589 listed well-preserved, short-span application of patented bridge type           

Broad Street Bridge 9710 eligible well-preserved example of common structural type, earliest of type           

Pinal Creek Bridge 9711 eligible well-preserved, relatively early example of AHD standard bridge design           

Graham County 

Bylas Bridge 0498 eligible well-preserved, large-scale example of standard structural type; major river crossing           

Safford Bridge 9333 eligible well-preserved example of large-scale beam bridge construction           

Greenlee County 

Black Jack Canyon Bridge 0258 eligible well-preserved example of uncommon structural type          

Negro Canyon Bridge 0267 eligible well-preserved example of standard bridge type, one of a group of prototypical bridges         

Rattlesnake Canyon Bridge 0270 eligible well-preserved prototype of standard structural type          
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Guthrie Bridge 0352 eligible outstanding example of large-scale truss construction          

Packer Wash Bridge 8142 eligible well-preserved example of early standard structural type; built during Depression          

Goat Camp Canyon Bridge 8146 eligible well-preserved example of early standard structural type; built during Depression          

Solomonville Road Overpass 8150 listed one of Arizona's two oldest datable vehicular bridges, associated with early toll road          

Solomonville Road Overpass 8151 listed one of Arizona's two oldest datable vehicular bridges, associated with early toll road          

Gila River Bridge 8152 listed outstanding long-span Luten arch, built by convict labor on regionally important route          

Black Gap Bridge 8534 listed rare early structural standard, built by convict labor on regionally important route          

Park Avenue Bridge 9633 listed one of Arizona's most important early vehicular spans          

Maricopa County 

Dry Wash Bridge 0015 eligible well-preserved, early example of common structural type, located on significant early route  

Mormon Flat Bridge 0026 listed well-preserved example of rare structural type, located on significant early route          

Fish Creek Bridge 0027 listed well-preserved example of rare structural type, located on significant early route           

Lewis and Pranty Creek Bridge 0028 listed well-preserved example of rare structural type, located on significant early route          

Pine Creek Bridge 0031 listed well-preserved example of rare structural type, located on significant early route          

Gila Bend Overpass 0118 listed earliest remaining example of AHD architectural treatment on urban grade separation          

Peoria Underpass 0160 eligible well-preserved example of ASHD architectural treatment for an urban grade separation 

Wickenburg Bridge 0161 eligible well-preserved example of long-span structural type; major crossing on major route          

Boulder Creek Bridge 0193 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on significant early route         

Wickenburg Underpass 0195 eligible uncommon structural type, altered, on major highway route          

Alchesay Canyon Bridge 1532 listed oldest documented vehicular bridge in Arizona          

17  Avenue Underpass 7770 eligible handsomely detailed, well-preserved example of Depression-era bridge construction          
th

Gillespie Dam Bridge 8021 listed outstanding multiple-span truss bridge; major crossing on important highway          

Central Avenue Underpass 9168 eligible well-preserved example of Depression-era bridge construction          

Mill Avenue Bridge 9954 listed one of Arizona's most historically and technologically significant bridges          

Mohave County 

Arizona Spillway Bridge 3003 listed designated as part of Hoover Dam NHL complex          

Old Trails Wash Bridge 8594 eligible well-preserved example of early standard structural type          

London Bridge 8630 eligible unique adaptation of European bridge to Western setting          

Sand Hollow Wash Bridge 8662 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, on regionally important highway          

Old Trails Bridge listed outstanding early large-scale bridge, located at major interstate crossing                

Navajo County 

Side Hill Viaduct 0145 eligible well-preserved example of singular structural type          

Winslow Underpass 0194 listed well-preserved Depression-era grade separation          

Cedar Canyon Bridge 0215 listed outstanding example of rare structural type, essentially reconstructed           

Winslow Bridge 0229 listed well-preserved large-scale bridge; important crossing on important route          

Ruby Channel Bridge 0275 eligible unaltered example of common structural type, built as part of WWII effort          

Clear Creek Bridge 1038 eligible well-preserved example of rare structural type          

West Carrizo Bridge 2057 listed outstanding multiple-span example of common structural type          

Woodruff Bridge 8156 listed unique example of structural type, once part of regionally important crossing          

St. Joseph Bridge 8157 listed one of larger-scale early bridge construction projects undertaken by Arizona county          

Chevelon Creek Bridge 8158 listed one of Arizona's most historically and technologically important vehicular spans          

Tanner Wash Bridge 8160 eligible well-preserved example of early standard structural type, on important route          

East Carrizo Bridge listed undistinguished, relatively late example of uncommon structural type, undocumented          

Holbrook Bridge listed longest known Luten arch built in the country          

Jacks Canyon Bridge listed well-preserved example of early AHD concrete bridge design          

Woodruff Bridge eligible remnant of once-important multiple-span truss bridge          
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Pima County 

Wash Bridge 1020 eligible well-preserved example of early ASHD standard bridge design; on major route          

Stone Avenue Underpass 7987 listed well-preserved example of 1930s AHD architectural treatment on grade separation          

Sixth Avenue Underpass 7988 listed well-preserved example of architectural treatment on urban grade separation          

Cienega Bridge 8293 listed well-preserved, long-span example of uncommon structural type          

Fourth Avenue Underpass 8453 listed Arizona's oldest urban grade separation          

Pinal County 

Casa Grande Underpass 0143 eligible well-preserved example of Depression-era architectural detailing on grade separation          

Queen Creek Viaduct 0406 eligible outstanding, well-preserved example of rare, long-span structural type          

Florence Bridge 0501 eligible one of the most important river crossings in the state         

San Tan Canal Bridge 3164 listed well-preserved example of early concrete bridge construction          

Sacaton Dam Bridge 3165 listed outstanding large-scale concrete bridge; part of important Indian irrigation project          

Queen Creek Bridge 8440 listed well-preserved example of patented structural type, built in regionally important route          

Kelvin Bridge 8441 listed well-preserved example of patented structural type, built in regionally important route          

Winkelman Bridge 8442 listed well-preserved example of patented structural type, built in regionally important route

Devils Canyon Bridge listed well-preserved example of early AHD concrete bridge design          

Mineral Creek Bridge listed well-preserved example of early proprietary bridge type          

Queen Creek Bridge listed well-preserved example of early AHD concrete bridge design          

Santa Cruz County 

Santa Cruz River Bridge 8166 listed earliest and longest concrete girder structure in use on state road system          

Nogales Wash Bridge 8167 eligible well-preserved, early example of standard structural type, on important route          

Portrero Creek Bridge 8171 eligible well-preserved, early example of standard structural type, on important route          

Yavapai County 

Granite Creek Bridge 0042 eligible excellent example of early state standard bridge type          

Hell Canyon Bridge 0483 eligible outstanding example of large-scale truss construction          

Black Canyon Bridge 0758 eligible well-preserved example of welded steel construction          

Wilbur Canyon Bridge 0781 eligible well-preserved example of welded steel construction         

Granite Creek Bridge 1489 eligible relatively well-preserved example of early AHD concrete bridge design         

Little Hell Canyon Bridge 3381 listed well-preserved example of uncommon structural type, located on regionally important route 

Walnut Grove Bridge 8227 listed well-preserved early example of county-level truss bridge construction          

Verde River Bridge 8236 listed well-preserved, relatively early standard structural type, located on important highway          

Cordes Bridge 8249 eligible well-preserved example of early AHD bridge design          

Lynx Creek Bridge 8256 listed well-preserved early example of AHD bridge design          

Broadway Bridge 8488 listed outstanding early example of common structural type          

Willis Street Bridge 8550 eligible well-preserved, early example of Depression-era bridge construction          

Walnut Creek Bridge 8741 listed outstanding example of early truss construction          

Perkinsville Bridge 9474 listed outstanding example of early standard truss bridge type          

Hell Canyon Bridge listed outstanding example of early concrete girder design and construction          

Yuma County 

Ligurta Underpass 8406 eligible well-preserved example of AHD architectural detailing on grade separation          

Wash Bridge 8408 eligible well-preserved example of standard structural type, on important route          

Ligurta Wash Bridge 8410 eligible well-preserved example of standard structural type, on important route          

Ocean-to-Ocean Bridge 8533 listed one of the most important wagon bridges in Southwest          

Antelope Hill Bridge listed one of state's most important early wagon bridges, located on important route          

McPhaul Bridge listed extraordinary long-span example of uncommon structural type, located on important route












































